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the ARTICLE (for teachers)            
 

Extreme Views on the Internet 
People are less likely to share opposite opinions and ideas because of the Internet, or so say recent studies. It 
doesn't take much time or effort to search and find sites, online newspapers and magazines, blogs, and forums 
which support your views, whatever they may be. For example, if you believe that global warming is hoax, then 
there are more than one million sites for you to browse. If you believe that the US government planned the 9/11 
terrorist attacks, then there are more than seven million sites which support this notion. The possible effects on 
future society, government, and human relations are immense
 

. 

With little or no debate, imbalanced views and extremism are a direct result. Like-minded people engage in one-
sided discussions and never hear opposite opinions. In other words, if a group of people discussed the benefits 
of the Kyoto Protocol, then almost all who participated in the discussion would support the treaty. Few 
arguments would get raised about any possible negative impact. In addition, a person's confidence grows when 
there aren't persuasive people to disagree. An overabundance

 

 of confidence leads to extreme views - a mob 
mentality, if you will. 

Discussions by large groups of like-minded people have the potential for good in the world, though. The Civil 
Rights Movement in the US and the movement for more equality among men and women all over the world are 
two examples. But it doesn't take much effort to think of some negatives, such as terrorism, cults, and the 
Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. People could band
 

 together, and be overconfident and wrong in their views. 

Sociologists worry about the harm to society's general welfare. Suspicion of other people whose opinions differ, 
unjustified rage, and the fragmenting of society are all real concerns. Any adversaries

 

 could be viewed as the 
enemy in a future war of ideals and beliefs. 

Teacher's Notes: 

 
* Underlined words in red typeface are the recommended vocabulary for this lesson.
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WARM-UPS                

Select one or all of the following warm-up activities. 
 
1: Define: What does "extreme" mean? Can you use it in a sentence? Can you give examples? 
 
2: Brainstorm: Brainstorm with a partner(s) words and ideas associated with "extremists" for 2 minutes. Spend 
another 5 minutes or less discussing the words and ideas together. 
 
3: Title: Speculate and/or discuss the contents of today's article from its title: "Extreme Views on the Internet." 
 
4: Do you agree or disagree? Why? 

a. The Internet is the most important invention of the modern world. 
b. The Internet is the most important invention ever. 
c. The Internet harms society. 
d. The Internet will cause problems for society in the future. 
e. I couldn't live without the Internet. 

 
5: Rank It!: How do you use the Internet? Rank the choices in order. Remember to support your decisions! 

a. read blogs 
b. read magazines and newspapers online 
c. communicate with professional peers 
d. communicate with people who have the same interests 
e. shopping 
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VOCABULARY                
Select one of the following vocabulary acquisition activities. 
 
1: Vocabulary match: Individually or in pairs/groups, match the words in column A (from the article) with the 
best choice in column B. 

a. hoax q. idea 
b. notion r. convincing 
c. immense s. effect 
d. engage t. opponent 
e. impact u. possible 
f. persuasive v. large 
g. overabundance w. group 
h. potential x. trick 
i. band y. too much 
j. adversary z. participate 

 
2:  Fill in the Blanks: Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

impact immense band hoax potential 
adversaries notion overabundance persuasive engage 
a. If you believe that global warming is (             ), then there are more than one million sites for you 
b. There are more than seven million sites which support the (             ) that the US planned 9/11. 
c. The possible effects on future society, government, and human relations are (             ). 
d. Like-minded people (             ) in one-sided discussions and never hear opposite opinions. 
e. Few arguments would get raised about any possible negative (             ). 
f. A person's confidence grows when there aren't (             ) people to disagree. 
g. An (             ) of confidence leads to extreme views - a mob mentality, if you will. 
h. Discussions by large groups of like-minded people have the (             ) for good in the world. 
i. People could (             ) together, and be overconfident and wrong in their views. 
j. Any (             ) could be viewed as the enemy in a future war of ideals and beliefs. 

 
3: Define: Define each word, correctly pronounce it, explain the meaning and/or usage, and offer an example 
sentence to the class. 

a. hoax c. immense e. impact g. overabundance i. band 
b. notion d. engage f. persuasive h. potential j. adversary 
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WORD RECOGNITION              
1: Word Search: Find the target words (in bold). Time yourself, and see how many words you can find in three 
minutes. In five minutes. In ten minutes. 

impact immense band hoax potential 
adversaries notion overabundance persuasive engage 

 
O X A R Z W P K K W F F O A C 
S V O J F U S G G Y P R X D M 
Z X E A F Q I Q Z P V V J V N 
E K O R H W E C E V F R F E Y 
S V Y N A Z F R D C W U X R Y 
Q Z I M W B S U Q E L L Y S R 
Z G T S D U U F S X A O H A A 
O V E R A B U N D A N C E R S 
K B H S B S E X D F C P E I R 
Q A I A A M R N K N Z E N E E 
F V N W M N Z E O U C L G S V 
E D H I I W E N P T U E A N D 
L A I T N E T O P L I H G Z A 
I M P A C T R Y X C O O E U E 
W X F A K Z W N V O E V N M B 

 
 
2: Target Word Pool: Find the target words (in bold) with their exact match. Time yourself, and see how many 
words you can find in three minutes. In five minutes. In ten minutes. 

impact immense band hoax potential 
adversaries notion overabundance persuasive engage 

 
 

 
 
 

hoax 

hoaxes 

coax 

hole 

homey 

notion 

notions 

nation 

notation 

motion 

immense 

immensely 

imminent 

intense 

immigrant 

engage 

engaged 

engaging 

engagement 

unengaged 
impacts 

impact 

impacted impacting 

intact 

persuasive 

persuasively 

persuasiveness 

persuade 

pursuant 

overabundance 
overabundant 

abundantly 

abundance 

overachieve 

potential 

potent 

potentially 

unimportant 

portent 

band 

banded 
bands 

disband 

banner 
adversaries 

adversary 

adversarial 

advisories 
advances 
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pre- or post-COMPREHENSION          
1: Word Association: Brainstorm words associated with today's topic for two minutes. Present to the class. 
 
2: Brainstorm Questions: Brainstorm questions that you would like to ask about today's topic. Answer the 
questions without looking at the article. 
 
3: True or False?: Guess (before the article) or answer (after the article) whether the sentence is true or false. 
If false, correct the sentence. 

a. According to the article, global warming isn't real. T /F 
b. Groups of like-minded people will lead to imbalanced and extreme opinions. T /F 
c. There are positive possibilities from discussions of like-minded people. T / F 
d. There are dangers, but the article doesn't mention any specific examples. T / F 
e. Sociologists worry that the dangers are greater than the benefits. T / F 

 
4: Questions: Answer the questions to check comprehension. 

a. What has happened because of the Internet? 
b. What happens when someone has too much confidence? 
c. What are some positives mentioned in the article? 
d. What are some negatives mentioned in the article? 
e. What are sociologists worried could happen? 

 
5: Vocabulary: In pairs/groups, remember how the words were used in today's article. 

a. hoax c. immense e. impact g. overabundance i. band 
b. notion d. engage f. persuasive h. potential j. adversaries 

 
6: Fragments: Remember how the fragments were used, and complete the sentence from today's article. 

a. If you believe that the US government planned the 9/11 terrorist attacks, then... 
b. Few arguments would get raised about... 
c. The Civil Rights Movement in the US and the movement for... 
d. But it doesn't take much effort to think of some negatives, such as... 
e. Any adversaries could be viewed as... 
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post-COMPREHENSION             
1: Vocabulary: Circle any additional unknown words/phrases in the article. In pairs/groups, use your 
dictionaries to understand the meanings. Present to the class. 
 
2: Class Questions: Read through the article once more, and write down any questions that you would like to 
discuss in pairs/groups or as a class. Discuss. 
 
3: Summarize: Work with a partner to summarize the article in your own words. 
 
4: Discuss: Talk about the following questions in pairs/groups. Remember to support your answers! 

a. Did you like this article? 
b. What was your general impression after reading this article? 
c. What do you typically use the Internet for? Please explain. 
d. Do you often visit sites which old the same opinion as you? Do you ever read through other opinions? 
e. Do you agree that people are becoming more extreme? Why/not? 
f. What positive events from history can you think of that were the result of extreme views?  
g. What negative events from history can you think of that were the result of extreme views?  
h. Assuming that the sociologists are correct, what can be done to prevent of limit extremism? 
i. Assuming the sociologists are correct, will the future be better or worse? Please explain. 
j. Do you agree with the sociologists? Why/not? 

 
5: Discuss: Imagine the sociologists are correct and the Internet will harm society. What possible worse-case 
event can you imagine for each of the following? Discuss ideas with a partner or group, then share your 
answers with your class. 

government / politics: 

religion: 

environment: 

divide between rich and poor: 

 
6: Google Search: Type "extremists" into Google news and read additional articles on this topic. Discuss or 
write an essay about your findings.
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STUDENT HANDOUT (the article)       
 

Extreme Views on the Internet 
People are less likely to share opposite opinions and ideas because of the Internet, or so say recent studies. It 
doesn't take much time or effort to search and find sites, online newspapers and magazines, blogs, and forums 
which support your views, whatever they may be. For example, if you believe that global warming is hoax, then 
there are more than one million sites for you to browse. If you believe that the US government planned the 9/11 
terrorist attacks, then there are more than seven million sites which support this notion. The possible effects on 
future society, government, and human relations are immense. 
 
With little or no debate, imbalanced views and extremism are a direct result. Like-minded people engage in one-
sided discussions and never hear opposite opinions. In other words, if a group of people discussed the benefits 
of the Kyoto Protocol, then almost all who participated in the discussion would support the treaty. Few 
arguments would get raised about any possible negative impact. In addition, a person's confidence grows when 
there aren't persuasive people to disagree. An overabundance of confidence leads to extreme views - a mob 
mentality, if you will. 
 
Discussions by large groups of like-minded people have the potential for good in the world, though. The Civil 
Rights Movement in the US and the movement for more equality among men and women all over the world are 
two examples. But it doesn't take much effort to think of some negatives, such as terrorism, cults, and the 
Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. People could band together, and be overconfident and wrong in their views. 
 
Sociologists worry about the harm to society's general welfare. Suspicion of other people whose opinions differ, 
unjustified rage, and the fragmenting of society are all real concerns. Any adversaries could be viewed as the 
enemy in a future war of ideals and beliefs. 
 

Notes: 
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STUDENT HANDOUT (fill in the blank)          
Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

general potential immense adversaries million 
impact terrorism women notion overabundance 
hoax extremism persuasive band engage 
Extreme Views on the Internet 
People are less likely to share opposite opinions and ideas because of the Internet, or so say recent 
studies. It doesn't take much time or effort to search and find sites, online newspapers and magazines, 
blogs, and forums which support your views, whatever they may be. For example, if you believe that global 
warming is (a. _______________), then there are more than one million sites for you to browse. If you 
believe that the US government planned the 9/11 terrorist attacks, then there are more than seven 
(b. _______________) sites which support this (c. _______________). The possible effects on future 
society, government, and human relations are (d. _______________). 
 
With little or no debate, imbalanced views and (e. _______________) are a direct result. Like-minded 
people (f. _______________) in one-sided discussions and never hear opposite opinions. In other words, if 
a group of people discussed the benefits of the Kyoto Protocol, then almost all who participated in the 
discussion would support the treaty. Few arguments would get raised about any possible negative 
(g. _______________). In addition, a person's confidence grows when there aren't (h. _______________) 
people to disagree. An (i. _______________) of confidence leads to extreme views - a mob mentality, if you 
will. 
 
Discussions by large groups of like-minded people have the (j. _______________) for good in the world, 
though. The Civil Rights Movement in the US and the movement for more equality among men and 
(k. _______________) all over the world are two examples. But it doesn't take much effort to think of some 
negatives, such as (l. _______________), cults, and the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. People could 
(m. _______________) together, and be overconfident and wrong in their views. 
 
Sociologists worry about the harm to society's (n. _______________) welfare. Suspicion of other people 
whose opinions differ, unjustified rage, and the fragmenting of society are all real concerns. Any 
(o. _______________) could be viewed as the enemy in a future war of ideals and beliefs. 
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STUDENT HANDOUT (extended listening)          
Listen and fill in the missing sentences. Compare your answers with a partner, and 

then listen once more. 
 

Extreme Views on the Internet 
a) _______________________________________________________________, or so say recent studies. It 
doesn't take much time or effort to search and find sites, online newspapers and magazines, blogs, and forums 
which support your views, whatever they may be. For example, if you believe that global warming is hoax, then 
there are more than one million sites for you to browse. If you believe that the US government planned the 9/11 
terrorist attacks, then there are more than seven million sites which support this notion. b) _________________ 
______________________________________________. 
 
With little or no debate, imbalanced views and extremism are a direct result. Like-minded people engage in one-
sided discussions and never hear opposite opinions. In other words, if a group of people discussed the benefits 
of the Kyoto Protocol, then almost all who participated in the discussion would support the treaty. Few 
arguments would get raised about any possible negative impact. In addition, c) __________________________ 
________________________________________. An overabundance of confidence leads to extreme views - a 
mob mentality, if you will. 
 
d) _______________________________________________________________, though. The Civil Rights 
Movement in the US and the movement for more equality among men and women all over the world are two 
examples. But it doesn't take much effort to think of some negatives, such as terrorism, cults, and the Khmer 
Rouge in Cambodia. e) _______________________________________________________________. 
 
Sociologists worry about the harm to society's general welfare. Suspicion of other people whose opinions differ, 
unjustified rage, and the fragmenting of society are all real concerns. Any adversaries could be viewed as the 
enemy in a future war of ideals and beliefs. 
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STUDENT HANDOUT (notes)             
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ANSWER KEY                
 
Vocabulary 
1. Vocabulary Match: 2. Fill in the Blanks: 

a. hoax f. persuasive 

b. notion g. overabundance 

c. immense h. potential 

d. engage i. band 

e. impact j. adversaries 
 

pre- or post-Comprehension 
1. True or False: 2. Fragments: 

 
Student Handout  
1. Fill in the Blanks 

a. hoax i. overabundance 

b. million j. potential 

c. notion k. women 

d. immense l. terrorism 

e. extremism m. band 

f. engage n. general 

g. impact o. adversaries 
h. persuasive   

 
2. Extended Listening 

a. People are less likely to share opposite opinions and ideas because of the Internet 

b. The possible effects on future society, government, and human relations are immense 

c. a person's confidence grows when there aren't persuasive people to disagree 

d. Discussions by large groups of like-minded people have the potential for good in the world 

e. People could band together, and be overconfident and wrong in their views 

 

a. x f. r 

b. q g. y 

c. v h. u 

d. z i. w 

e. s j. t 

a. F 

b. T 

c. T 

d. F 

e. T 

a. there are more than seven million sites which support this notion. 

b. any possible negative impact. 

c. more equality among men and women all over the world are two examples. 

d. terrorism, cults, and the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. 

e. the enemy in a future war of ideals and beliefs. 
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